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Background: Range of motion is an essential component of the hip examination.
Handling issues with the goniometer often create challenges when measuring
hip passive range of motion (PROM). Recent generations of smartphones have
emerged as an alternative instrument for the measurement of joint ROM. The
purpose of this study was to investigate the intra-rater, inter-rater and interinstrument reliability of smartphone and goniometric hip PROM.
Methods: Two investigators measured hip PROM to a designated end position
on 30 asymptomatic participants in a blinded within study design using two
measurement methods, smartphone and goniometer.
Relative reliability
of smartphone and goniometric measurements of hip PROM was assessed
using intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC). Absolute reliability of both
measurement methods was assessed using paired t-tests, standard errors of
measurement (SEM), and 95% limits of agreement (LOA).
Results: Relative reliability ICCs ranged from 0.47-0.99 (intra-rater), 0.050.99 (inter-rater) and 0.25 -0.97 (inter-instrument). Inter-rater differences
of smartphone hip measurements were non-significant, however, significant
differences were found for all inter-rater goniometric hip measurements (P<0.02).
The comparison of the smartphone to goniometric measurements showed bias
was present in 7 out to 12 hip measurements (P<0.04). SEM ranged from 1° to
3° (intra-rater, inter-rater, and inter-instrument). LOA ranged from -6.8° - 5.1°
(inter-rater) and -8.9° - 13.8° (inter-instrument).
Conclusion: These findings support intra-rater reliability of both instruments
when measuring hip PROM. Inter-rater reliability, however, was supported only
for the smartphone. Due to systematic bias of inter-instrument measurements
performed by one rater, caution should be used if the instruments are to be used
interchangeably in order to quantify within session hip PROM.
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Introduction
Measurement of hip range of motion (ROM) is an
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important component in the management of lower quarter
dysfunction. Hip ROM is used to quantify pathology
related impairments of mobility, monitor disease
progression, determine the effectiveness of rehabilitation
interventions, and as a variable in clinical predication
rules [1–3]. The instruments most commonly used in the
clinic to measure hip ROM are the goniometer and the
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inclinometer [2,4,5]. While both instruments are portable
and easy to use, they each have associated limitations.
Goniometric hip measurements generally have lower
inter-rater reliability (ICC=0.22-0.87)[2,6]. In addition,
there are challenges in the ability to correctly align the
goniometer while handling the lower extremity (LE)
while providing stabilization to other areas during hip
PROM measurements [2,7]. While use of the inclinometer
minimizes the placement and stabilization difficulties
associated with the goniometer, there is more associated
cost and the inclinometer is unable to measure hip range
of motion in the horizontal plane [2,4]. Recent generations
of smartphones have emerged as an alternative
instrument for the measurement of joint ROM through the
development of applications that utilize the smartphone’s
accelerometer and magnetometer. The potential clinical
use of a smartphone has led to research investigating the
validity and reliability of smartphone applications that
measure joint ROM, focusing primarily on the spine,
shoulder, knee and ankle [8–14].
Findings of this research indicate that smartphone
applications for the measurement of joint range of motion
have good intra-rater reliability, poor to good inter-rater
reliability, and moderate to good inter-instrument validity
with a goniometer or inclinometer. Research regarding
the use of smartphone applications for the measurement
of hip range of motion, however, is limited.
To date, only one study has investigated the reliability
and validity of a smartphone application to measure hip
ROM [15]. Charlton et al. compared the smartphone and
a bubble inclinometer to a three dimensional motion
analysis system (3DMA) in the measurement of hip
flexion, abduction, adduction, internal rotation (IR)
and external rotation (ER) of healthy adult males. The
authors report good to excellent intra-rater reliability
(ICC>0.75) for the measurement of hip flexion, supine
IR, supine ER, and sitting IR and moderate reliability
(ICC=0.63-0.68) for abduction, adduction, and sitting
ER. In addition, the smartphone intra-rater reliability was
comparable to that of the bubble inclinometer. Although
inter-instrument validity of the smartphone against the
3DMA was supported in all hip motions except supine
ER, there was fixed or proportional bias in three motions.
Research regarding the reliability and validity of
clinical instruments used to measure hip ROM is
limited. While acceptable intra-rater reliability of hip
ROM measurements has been reported for both the
goniometer and inclinometer, the inter-rater reliability of
the devices are not as well supported and inter-instrument
validity results do not support the interchangeable use of
the two devices when measuring hip ROM [2,7,15,16].
Furthermore, the goniometer was found to overestimate
hip PROM as compared to an electromagnetic tracking
system [16]. The results reported by Charlton et al show
promise in the use of a smartphone application to provide
reliable and valid hip ROM measurements. Additional
research is needed, however, to examine smartphone
inter-rater reliability and to compare the Smartphone to
the goniometer.
The purpose of this study was to establish the inter-rater
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and intra-rater reliability of smartphone measurements
of hip flexion, extension, abduction, adduction, IR
and ER. Additionally, the inter-instrument validity of
the smartphone against the goniometer for each of the
aforementioned measurements was assessed.
Methods
Thirty participants were recruited as a sample of
convenience (11 male and 19 female; age range 20-40
years; mean age 25.6±3.5 years). A priori power analysis
indicated that to achieve a power of .80 with P<0.05 and
a minimally significant intraclass correlation coefficient
(ICC) value of 0.75, a sample size of 26 participants would
be required. Participants were excluded from this study
if they had any present or past hip or spine pathology and
had acute pain in the hips or low back. All participants
were informed of the purpose of the study and signed an
informed consent document prior to data collection. The
study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at
Western Kentucky University.
Three second year doctoral physical therapist (DPT)
students collected data for this study. Two students served
as raters and measured hip range of motion with the two
devices while the third student served as an observer and
recorded measurement data.
A 30.5 cm, 360°goniometer, marked in 1°increments
(Sammons-Preston/Rolyan) was used to measure hip
range of motion (Figure 1). A smartphone application
(3D Protractor, V 2.1) downloaded for free from the
App Store for iPhone was used to measure hip range of
motion (Figure 2). The smartphone used in this study was
an Apple iPhone®5. Raters measuring hip PROM were
blinded to all measurements obtained. The face of the
standard goniometer and the screen of the smartphone
was covered by paper to prevent the raters performing
hip ROM testing from viewing the measurement values.
Only the top right corner of the smartphone screen was
visible to the raters to allow access to the start/stop button
to operate the application.
An apparatus was constructed out of PVC pipe material
to serve as a target bar for the end point of each hip motion
(Figure 3). For hip extension, a mobilization wedge was
used to passively support the thigh in a position of hip
extension. Standardized end positions of each hip motion
were utilized to allow the identification of measurement
error with each device that is independent of participant
factors and rater skills in determining end ROM during

Figure 1: Sammons-Preston/Rolyan standard 12-inch plastic
goniometer (model 2936770).
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Figure 2: Screenshot of the 3D Protractor, V 2.1 on iPhone.

repeated movements of each hip motion examined. This
allowed measurement reliability to be examined based
on two factors, instrument related error and rater skill
in use of each instrument. The use of the apparatus to
standardize the end position of hip ROM also minimized
the potential of a learning effect during repeated trails
of a hip motion, which eliminated the need to randomize
the order in which hip measurements were performed.
After a standardized warm-up, the participant’s LE

was measured and marked with a pen for Smartphone
placement. One line was drawn 5 cm above the
suprapatellar pole for positioning of the Smartphone on
the anterior thigh during the measurements of hip flexion,
abduction and adduction. A second line was drawn 5 cm
above the popliteal crease for Smartphone positioning
on the posterior thigh to measure hip extension. A third
line was drawn 10 cm below the tibial tuberosity for
Smartphone positioning on the anterior lower leg to
measure hip IR and ER. All hip ROM measurements
were performed on the right hip only. Six motions at
the hip were measured in the following order: flexion,
extension, internal rotation (IR), external rotation (ER),
abduction, and adduction.
Standardized procedures and positions were followed
to align the goniometer and to position the participant
for each hip measurement[17]. The supine position was
used to measure hip flexion, abduction and adduction. Hip
extension was measured in prone with the knee extended.
Hip IR and ER were measured in sitting with the knee
in 90° flexion. For all motions, the hip was positioned in
neutral specific to the plane of motion to be measured.
During hip PROM, the rater stabilized the pelvis and
adjacent joints to prevent movement into planes of motion
not being measured.
General procedures for the measurement of hip ROM
commenced placing the participant in supine, prone or
sitting, positioning the apparatus to establish hip motion
endpoint, and aligning the LE in neutral starting position.
The smartphone was placed on the participant’s LE and
the “start” button on the smartphone application was
activated by rater A. The observer recorded the initial
hip angle from the smartphone. After removing the
smartphone, rater A aligned the goniometer according
to ROM procedures for each hip motion and measured

Figure 3: Testing position and apparatus used to designate end position during hip passive range of motion measurements: A=Hip flexion; B=Hip
extension; C=Abduction and adduction; D=Internal and external rotation
JRSR. 2016;3(4)
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the initial hip angle which was documented by the
observer. Rater A then passively moved the participant’s
hip through the specified motion to the end point marked
by the apparatus. While holding the LE at the end
ROM, rater A placed the smartphone on the identified
landmarks on the LE and activated the “stop” button
on the smartphone to capture the final hip angle which
was read and recorded by the observer. The smartphone
was removed and the goniometer was aligned by Rater
A to measure the endpoint ROM which was read and
recorded by the observer. This procedure was repeated for
all trials of a hip motion and for all hip motions. Rater A
performed three trials of hip PROM measurements with
the smartphone and the goniometer, followed by Rater B
who repeated the measurement process with each device.
The participant was allowed a rest period at any time
during the measurement process upon request.
Data Analysis
Statistical analysis was carried out using SPSS
version 21 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) for Windows.
Descriptive statistics for measures of hip ROM taken
by each investigator are reported using mean and
standard deviation. Paired t-tests on the differences of
measurements obtained between raters and between
devices were used to ensure the absence of systematic
bias. The level of significance was set at p <.05 for all
statistical tests.
A two-way mixed model intraclass correlation
coefficient (ICC3,1) were used to analyze intra-rater
reliability of 3 repeated measurements for each motion
performed by each rater. Inter-rater reliability was
examined using a two-factor random model 2 ICC2,3,
using the average of the three ROM measurements taken
for each hip motion. A model 3 ICC3,3 was used to analyze
inter-instrument reliability (smartphone and goniometer),
using the average of three ROM measurements taken
for each hip motion. 95% confidence intervals (CI)
were reported for all ICCs. Reference values used for
the interpretation of ICC values for rater reliability and
inter-instrument reliability were as follows: < 0.50, poor;
0.50-0.75, moderate; > 0.75 good [18].
Since ICCs may be influenced by high inter-subject
variability and yield a large ICC despite poor trial to trial
consistency of measures, absolute reliability was also
assessed using standard error of measurement (SEM),
and 95% limits of agreement (LOA). SEM was calculated
using the formula: SEM=SD√(1-ICC), where SD is the
pooled standard deviations of all repeated measurements

for a hip motion [18]. The 95% limits of agreement (LOA)
between raters and devices were calculated using the
formula 95% LOA=MD*2SDd where MD is the mean
difference between raters or devices and SDd is the
standard deviation of the difference scores between raters
or devices for hip ROM measures [18]. SEM and LOA
were rounded to the nearest degree to reflect the smallest
until of measurement with the goniometer.
Results
Intra-Rater Reliability
Mean values for hip PROM for each rater are displayed
in Table 1. Intra-rater reliability analysis including
ICC with 95% CI and SEM are presented in Table 2.
Intra-rater reliability was moderate to good for both
raters using the Smartphone (ICC=0.47-0.99) and the
goniometer (ICC=0.61-0.98). When comparing intrarater reliability for each rater, Smartphone ICCs were
good in 6 out of 6 motions for rater A and 4 out of 6 for
rater B. Goniometric ICCs were lower, with 3 out of 6
motions having good reliability for each rater. For each
instrument, intra-rater reliability was highest for the
motions of flexion, IR and ER (ICC=0.95-0.99). SEM
ranged from 1° to 3° for the smartphone and from 1° to
2° for the goniometer.
Inter-Rater Reliability
Inter-rater reliability analysis including mean difference
between raters A and B, ICC with 95% CI, SEM and
95% LOA are presented in Table 3. Inter-rater reliability
ICCs were moderate to good for measurements made
with the Smartphone (ICC=0.70-0.99) and poor to good
for measurements made with the goniometer (ICC=0.050.99). For both instruments, inter-rater reliability was good
in 4 out of 6 motions, with the highest ICCs occurring for
hip flexion, IR and ER (ICC=0.89-0.99). For all motions
except hip abduction, there were no differences between
raters in hip ROM when using the Smartphone (p> 0.075),
indicating no systematic bias. All goniometric hip ROM
values, however, were significantly lower for rater A,
suggesting systematic bias between raters (P<0.017).
SEM of smartphone inter-rater measurements ranged
from 1° to 2°. SEM of goniometric hip measurements
ranged from 1° to 3°. The 95% LOA suggest that hip
ROM measurements of rater A may range from being 6°
less to 5° greater than rater B when using the Smartphone
and from -10° less to 8° higher than rater B when using
the goniometer.

Table 1: Smartphone and goniometric hip range of motion measurements
Rater A
Smartphone Mean (SD)
Goniometer Mean (SD)
Flex
43.2 (7.6)
40.7 (5.5)
Ext
13.9 (2.3)
9.6 (1.9)
IR
27.0 (5.4)
26.0 (6.1)
ER
26.9 (5.1)
30.5 (5.9)
Abd
11.9 (2.2)
12.3 (2.6)
Add
19.5 (3.6)
11.2 (2.5)

Smartphone Mean (SD)
43.5 (6.8)
14.0 (2.1)
27.0 (5.4)
26.9 (5.2)
12.6 (2.0)
20.1 (2.7)

Rater B
Goniometer Mean (SD)
42.8 (5.7)
13.8 (2.1)
27.9 (5.8)
27.0 (6.1)
13.3 (2.2)
12.2 (2.3)

SD: Standard deviation; Flex: Flexion; Ext: Extension; IR: Internal rotation; ER: External rotation; Abd: Abduction; Add: Adduction
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Inter-Instrument Reliability
Inter-instrument reliability analysis including mean
difference between instruments, ICCs with 95% CI,
Table 2: Intra-rater reliability for hip passive range of motion
Rater A Smartphone
ICC
ICC 95% CI
SEM (°)
Flex
0.99
0.98-0.99
1
Ext
0.75
0.53-0.87
1
IR
0.97
0.94-0.98
1
ER
0.96
0.93-0.98
1
Abd
0.68
0.41-0.83
2
Add
0.77
0.59-0.88
2
Rater B Smartphone
ICC
ICC 95% CI
SEM (°)
Flex
0.99
0.98-0.99
1
Ext
0.82
0.67-0.91
1
IR
0.96
0.93-0.98
1
ER
0.97
0.94-0.98
1
Abd
0.59
0.26-0.79
2
Add
0.47
0.03-0.73
3

SEM, and 95% LOA are presented in Table 4. There
were significant differences between devices for all
measurements performed by rater A (P<0.01) except for

ICC
0.96
0.7
0.98
0.98
0.69
0.71
ICC
0.95
0.7
0.96
0.98
0.64
0.61

Rater A Goniometer
ICC 95% CI
0.93-0.98
0.45-0.85
0.96-0.99
0.97-0.99
0.43-0.84
0.47-0.85
Rater B Goniometer
ICC 95% CI
0.91-0.97
0.45-0.85
0.93-0.98
0.97-0.99
0.34-0.82
0.28-0.80

SEM (°)
1
1
1
1
2
2
SEM (°)
1
1
1
1
2
3

ICC: Intraclass correlation coefficient; 95% CI: 95% confidence intervals for ICC; SEM: Standard error of measurement; MDC95: Minimal detectable
change; Flex: Flexion; Ext: Extension; IR: Internal rotation; ER: External rotation; Abd: Abduction; Add: Adduction
Table 3: Inter-rater reliability for hip passive range of motion measurements
Smartphone interrater reliability
Variables
Mean Diff (SD)
P value
ICC (95%CI)
SEM (°)
Flex
-0.34 (1.3)
0.19
0.99 (.98-.99)
1
Ext
-0.13 (1.9)
0.72
0.77 (.51-.89)
1
IR
0.04 (2.3)
0.92
0.96 (.91-.98)
1
ER
0.03 (2.4)
0.96
0.95 (.89-.98)
1
Abd
-0.67 (1.9)
0.08
0.70 (.39-.86)
1
Add
-0.62 (2.9)
0.25
0.73 (.44-.87)
2
Goniometric interrater reliability
Variables
Mean Diff (SD)
P value
ICC (95%CI)
SEM (°)
Flex
-2.2 (2.3)
0.01
0.92 (.56-.97)
2
Ext
-4.2 (2.7)
0.01
0.05 (-.16-.31)
3
IR
-1.8 (2.4)
0.01
0.94 (.74-.98)
1
ER
3.5 (2.2)
0.01
0.89 (-.06-.97)
2
Abd
-1.0 (2.2)
0.02
0.72 (.34-.87)
1
Add
-0.93 (2.0)
0.02
0.76 (.47-.89)
1

95% LOA
-3, 2
-4, 4
-5, 5
-5, 5
-5, 3
-6, 5
95% LOA
-7, 3
-10, 1
-7, 3
-1, 8
-5, 3
-5, 3

Mean diff: Mean difference between raters (rater A – rater B; ICC: Intraclass correlation coefficient and 95% confidence intervals; SEM: Standard
error of measurement; MDC95: Minimal detectable change; 95% LOA: 95% limits of agreement
Table 4: Concurrent reliability analysis for hip passive range of motion measurements between instruments
Rater A inter-instrument reliability
Variables
Mean Diff (SD)
Pvalue
ICC (95%CI)
SEM (°)
Flex
2.6 (3.0)
0.01
0.95 (.89-.97)
2
Ext
4.3 (2.7)
0.01
0.25 (-.57-.64)
3
IR
0.96 (2.0)
0.02
0.97 (.93-.99)
1
ER
-3.6 (2.6)
0.01
0.94 (.88-.97)
2
Abd
-0.41 (2.4)
0.36
0.67 (.31-.84)
1
Add
8.2 (2.7)
0.01
0.73 (.43-.87)
3
Rater B inter-instrument reliability
Variables
Mean Diff (SD)
P value
ICC (95%CI)
SEM (°)
Flex
0.74 (3.3)
0.23
0.94 (.97-.97)
2
Ext
0.23 (2.2)
0.57
0.61 (.19-.82)
1
IR
-0.91 (2.9)
0.09
0.93 (.86-.97)
2
ER
-0.11 (3.3)
0.89
0.91 (.81-.96)
2
Abd
-0.76 (1.9)
0.04
0.74 (.44-.87)
2
Add
7.9 (2.4)
0.01
0.72 (.40-.87)
1

95% LOA (°)
-4, 9
-1, 10
-3, 5
-9, 2
-5, 4
-3, 14
95% LOA (°)
-6, 7
-4, 5
-7, 5
-7, 7
-5, 3
-3, 12

Mean diff: Mean difference between instruments (smartphone – goniometer); ICC: Intraclass correlation coefficient and 95% confidence intervals;
SEM: Standard error of measurement; MDC95: Minimal detectable change; 95% LOA: 95% limits of agreement
JRSR. 2016;3(4)
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hip abduction. Specific patterns of differences between
devices in ROM measurements conducted by rater A were
not noted. For rater B, differences in ROM measurements
between devices were non-significant except with hip
adduction (P<0.04). Inter-instrument reliability ICCs
were poor to good, ranging from 0.25- 0.97. For both
raters, inter-instrument reliability was good for hip
flexion, IR and ER (ICC=0.91-0.97) and moderate to poor
for hip extension, abduction, adduction (ICC=0.25-0.74).
The SEM for hip ROM measured by both devices were
similar for both raters with SEM ranging from 1° to 3°.
The 95% LOA suggest that the difference between hip
ROM measurements performed with a Smartphone and
goniometer varied between –9° to 10° for rater A and -7°
to 12° for rater B.
Discussion
To our knowledge, this is the first study to evaluate
intra-rater, inter-rater and inter-instrument reliability of
a smartphone application for measuring hip PROM in all
6 motions. Although only one other study has examined
reliability and validity of smartphone application to assess
hip joint ROM, this study did not compare the smartphone
to a goniometer, did not include assessment of inter-rater
reliability or the motion of hip extension, and utilized
only male participants [15]. Smartphone intra-rater, interrater and inter-instrument reliability was moderate to
good (ICC>0.59) for all motions except hip adduction
(intra-rater ICC=0.47) and hip extension (inter-instrument
ICC=0.25). It is suggested that the ICC for reliability
should exceed 0.90 for clinical measurements and that
the clinical interpretation of reliability must involve the
lower 95% CI [18]. Thus, a major finding in this study
was that, when reviewing ICCs based on this suggestion
and considering the lower bounds of 95% CI for all ICCs,
smartphone intra-rater, inter-rater and inter-instrument
reliability were >0.90 for the motions of hip flexion,
IR and ER. A second major finding is that, for these
motions, agreement of repeated measurements within
raters, between raters and between instruments was also
supported through low values in all measures of absolute
measurement error.
Smartphone intra-rater reliability reported in the
present study is higher than those reported by Charlton
for motions performed in the same position (ICC=0.630.94) [15]. In addition, the present study found 3 out of 6
motions to exceed 0.90 while only one hip measurement,
IR, resulted in ICC>0.90 in the aforementioned study.
Charlton utilized end-range passive range of motion
whereas the present study utilized a target to designate
ending ROM [15]. As was intended in the design of
the present study, the target may have provided greater
consistency between repeated trails of a hip motion for
each participant by minimizing participant related factors
such as variations of movement performance that might
occur as a learning effect or as mobility gains/losses from
one trial to the next. This allowed rater reliability to be
examined based on error inherent to the instrument and
to the skill of the rater in use of the instrument. Although,
82

both studies were similar in use of a smartphone to
measure hip ROM, different applications were utilized.
Charlton utilized a custom smartphone application, “Hip
ROM Tester” which was designed by a co-author on the
study, whereas the current study utilized 3D Protractor
application [15]. Differences in functionality between the
applications may have also contributed to the differences
in intra-rater reliability between the two studies.
In the current study, the lowest intra-rater and inter-rater
ICC values attained with both devices and by both raters
were for the motions of hip extension, abduction and
adduction. The lower ICCs in these motions as compared
to hip flexion, IR and ER may relate to differences in
soft tissue mass in areas where the instruments were
placed and to the methods of performing the hip motions.
During the measurement of hip extension, abduction and
adduction, both the smartphone and the moving arm of
the goniometer were aligned on the thigh as compared to
the lower leg when measuring hip IR and ER. The greater
muscle mass in the hip and thigh areas as compared to
the lower leg may have contributed to greater difficulty
when palpating landmarks to align the goniometer and
instability in the orientation of the smartphone, thus
compromising measurement reproducibility.
Both the present study and that of Charlton found low
smartphone intra-rater reliability for hip abduction and
adduction (ICC=0.68) [15]. Charlton attributes the low
abduction and adduction intra-rater ICCs to the use of a
side-lying position which may have reduced the stability
of the participant. In the present study, smartphone
measures of hip abduction and adduction were performed
in supine according to standard goniometric procedures
yet yielded moderate to poor intra-rater and inter-rater
reliability. In addition to previously mentioned soft
tissue related factors potentially lending to lower ICC for
these motions, inadequate stabilization of the pelvis may
also be a contributing factor. While the 3-D Protractor
application is one of the few applications that are able
to measure in the horizontal plane, it is sensitive to
orientation of the smartphone. Any rotation of the hip
during horizontal plane abduction and adduction would
cause the smartphone to tilt, affecting the measurement
value the measurement value recorded by the application
and potentially contributing to measurement error which
would be reflected as lower intra and inter-rater ICC values.
Although inter-rater relative reliability of smartphone
measurements was greater than what is considered
clinically meaningful (ICC >0.90) in only 3 out of 6
motions, absolute agreement between raters for all
smartphone hip measurements was supported through
low SEM (<2°), and 95% LOA ranging from -6° to 5°.
The low SEM suggests that measurement error between
raters would be less than 2°. While there are no previous
studies to compare these results, these findings are similar
to the recommendation of Boone et al. [20] who suggested
a change of at least 6° is needed to document real change
in lower extremity ROM when measured by more than
one clinician.
The inter-rater reliability of goniometric hip measurements
was found to be lower as compared to inter-rater reliability
JRSR. 2016;3(4)
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of smartphone measurements in all motions except hip
abduction and adduction (goniometric ICCs=0.05-0.94;
smartphone ICCs=0.70-0.99). It is suggested that ICCs
should also be interpreted with consideration of the lower
95% CI. [18] Thus, further examination of the lower 95%
CI for ICC values show poor to moderate (<0.75) inter-rater
reliability in all goniometric hip ROM measures. While
the findings of poor to moderate inter-rater reliability of
goniometric hip ROM are in agreement with other studies,
the ICC values reported in the present study, with the
exception of hip extension, are higher than values reported
in these studies which ranged from 0.22-0.86 for healthy
adults and from 0.53-0.73 in adults with hip osteoarthritis
[2,6]. The higher ICC in the present study is most likely
due to the purposeful use of a target end point for hip
PROM to establish reliability that is independent of patient
related factors as compared to use of full PROM in the
prior studies.
Both raters attained inter-instrument ICC values that
could be deemed clinically acceptable (≥0.90) for the
motions of flexion, IR and ER, however, there were
significant differences between the instruments for these
motions assessed by rater A. When considering all 6 hip
motions, there was inter-instrument bias (significant
differences) in 5 out of 6 hip PROM measurements
performed by rater A as compared to 1 out of 6
measurement performed by rater B (Table 4). Similar
findings were reported in two prior studies that examined
inter-instrument reliability between clinical instruments
used to measure hip PROM [7,15]. Charlton found fixed or
proportional bias between the Smartphone and 3DMA in 4
of 7 hip ROM measurements despite good ICC values[15].
In a study examining the inter-instrument validity of a
digital inclinometer and universal goniometer, Roach et al.
found significant differences between the goniometer and
inclinometer when measuring PROM of hip extension, IR
and ER, with mean differences ranging between 3-5°[7].
For the motions of hip flexion, IR and ER, low values
of measurement error, 1°-2°, were obtained, providing
evidence of agreement between the instruments. In
addition, for these motions, the 95% LOA suggests that
Smartphone measurements may range from being 7°
less to 9° greater than goniometric measures. Since no
prior studies have examined inter-instrument validity of
Smartphone and goniometric hip PROM measurements,
a comparison between this study and previous research
cannot be made.
Reliability determination is relevant only within the
context in which measurements are performed. Thus,
the findings regarding reliability of Smartphone hip
ROM measurements should only be generalized to
young, healthy adults and procedures in which ROM is
performed to a designated end position. Future research
should examine the reliability of Smartphone hip ROM
measurements using a symptomatic population. The use
of full available hip ROM performed without a target
end-point would allow expansion of the current research
to include examination of participant related factors that
may influence reliability. The design of the present study
involved conducting all hip PROM measurements during
JRSR. 2016;3(4)

one session within a time span of approximately 1 hour.
While this might simulate the length of a treatment session
where hip PROM may change as a result of interventions
provided, caution should be used when applying these
findings to between day comparisons of hip ROM.
Raters selected for this study were inexperienced in use
of both instruments to measure ROM beyond classroom
instruction in goniometric procedures and training in
the procedures outlined in the current study, thus the
comparison of novice and experienced users of both
instruments would expand the findings of the current
study to simulate the varied experience level that is
commonly found in a clinical setting. Lastly, inter-rater
and inter-instrument reliability was assessed using the
average of three repeated measurements. Clinical ROM
measurements, however, are most often documented with
a single trial. Future research should examine inter-rater
and inter-instrument reliability of Smartphone hip PROM
assessed with a single measurement.
Conclusion
These findings of this study support intra-rater reliability
of both instruments when measuring hip PROM. Inter-rater
reliability, however, was supported only for the smartphone
due to the lack of absolute agreement between raters for
all goniometric hip measurements. While measurements
performed by rater B resulted moderate to good interinstrument reliability and non-significant differences
between Smartphone and goniometric hip PROM,
there were significant differences between devices in
measurements performed by rater A. Thus, caution should
be used if the instruments are to be used interchangeably
in order to quantify within session hip PROM.
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